Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Molinex's question concerns:
   - The possibility that persons born blind might immediately identify a shape previously familiar to them only by touch if they were made to see.
   - Philosophical puzzle concerning braille reading by touch
   - Language and the senses
   - Social contracts for people with disability

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   The possibility that persons born blind might immediately identify a shape previously familiar to them only by touch if they were made to see.

2) Snellen chart is:
   - A statistical manual for measuring glucose in blood
   - A scale for measuring visual acuity
   - Comparative optometry
   - A Rehabilitation standard

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   A scale for measuring visual acuity

3) Coming out narrative entails:
   - a loud declaration
   - An inner transformation concerning one's condition such as disability
   - Weeping
   - Identity simulation

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   An inner transformation concerning one's condition such as disability

4) The statement "Nothing about us without us" exemplifies:
   - Disability pride
   - Standpoint epistemology
   - American civil rights approach
   - Intersectional identity politics

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Disability pride

5) Forced sterilization and sex selection are a symptom of:
   - Darwinism
   - Eugenics
   - Patriarchal citizenship
   - Disability related hate crime

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Eugenics